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Project details

| Total cost: | EUR 1 477 343 |
| EU contribution: | EUR 996 662 |
| Coordinated in: | Netherlands |

| Topic(s): | KBBE.2012.2.3-02 - Exploitation of Framework Programme project results in food processing by small and medium-sized enterprises |
| Coordinated in: | Netherlands |

Call for proposal:
FP7-KBBE-2012-6-singlestage | See other projects for this call

Funding scheme:
CP-TP - Collaborative Project targeted to a special group (such as SMEs)

Objective

The HealthBread project (HealthBread product innovation based on FP6 HEALTHGRAIN results and knowledge) will, based on an SME and consumer oriented approach, develop whole grain and white breads with further improved nutritional and product quality by applying scientific and technological knowledge from the EU FP6 HEALTHGRAIN project into production and marketing of commercially viable, healthier bread. The HealthBread Manual, with guidelines for choice of raw materials, processing and nutritional statements, in the languages of the participating SMEs bakeries will translate the scientific knowledge into practice and enable them to produce improved bread.

Related information

| Result In Brief | Europe’s bread revolution |
| Report Summaries | Final Report Summary - HEALTHBREAD (HealthBread product innovation based on FP6 HealthGrain results and knowledge) |
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